LAW OF TORT	D1 6
the State through the criminal courts (see D6)
This section however deals only with the ciml
remedies which as In breaches of contract are
primarily damoffes and. sometimes injunction
Trespass is a wrongful act committed by one
citizen against the wfll of another citizen either
against the latter s person or in disturbance of his
possession of land or other property
The Law Commission has made proposals for
new legislation to make it a criminal offence to
destroy or damage any property without lawful
excuse especially if that would endanger life to
threaten to do such an act or to possess anything
by which property could be destroyed or damaged
(July 1970)
(1) Trespass against the Person may be by way
of assault battery or false vm.'pnsonment An
assault, is an attempt to do violence to the person
of another if the act is fully consummated it
becomes a battery Thus it is an assault for one
man to shake his fist in the face of another or to
adopt a threatening attitude towards another or
deliberately to set Ms dog on another person If
the first person actually strikes the other person
or if the dog encouraged by the first person
actually bites or harms the other person that is a
battery In order to constitute an assault or
battery and to render the trespasser liable to an
action for damages his act must be deliberate It
is not assault and battery if A accidentally knocks
against B in a crowd with the result that B falls
and is injured The act by the trespasser must
also be against the will of the person injured
Thus an operation performed by a surgeon though
it may seriously affect the body of the other
person is not an assault or battery if the other
person has consented to the operation but such
an operation performed without the other
persons consent may amount to an assault or
battery
Certain acts which would in the ordinary way
constitute assault or battery are excusable it is
recognised for example by the common law that
a parent or a teachei has the right to Inflict
reasonable chastisement upon a child or pupil In
his care and provided that the chastisement is not
excessive the child or pupil has no right of action
If however the chastisement results in serious
injury or amounts to brutal violence then the
person Inflicting it will be hable to an action for
damages (The present Government is consider
ing abolition of corporal punishment in schools)
False imprisonment means the unlawful restraint
of one person by another It need not amount to
actually locking up a person in a room it Is
sufficient if his freedom of movement is totally
restramed either by confinement or by the use of
force or threat of force It should be noted that
the restraint must be unlawful it is not for
example unlawful for a police ofllcer to arrest a
person engaged in committing a crime or a person
whom the officer has reasonable grounds for
suspecting of committing or being about to
commit a violent crime Even a private citizen
may lawfully arrest a peison who has actually
committed a violent crime or whose behaviour has
led to a breach of the peace (see Dll(D)
The tort of malicious prosecution Is committed
by a person who makes a criminal charge against
another person where the proceedings terminate
in the acquittal of the latter where the first
person was actuated by spite or ill will where there
was no reasonable or proper cause for the pro
ceedlngs and where the second person has
suffered damage as a result The essence of the
tort Is malice on the part of the person who
brought the criminal charge it is not sufficient
that he was honestly mistaken
(2) Trespass to Land arises whenever one person
enters unlawfully upon land or a building in the
possession of another person Two important
points should be noted as several popular fallacies
exist about this tort First trespass to land is not
In the ordinary case a crime unless there is some
Act of Parliament which makes the trespass a
criminal offence (for example under certain
statutes it Is a criminal offence for an unauthorised
person to cross a railway line or to enter a Govern
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ment airfield from which considerations of
security reauire unauthorised persons to be
excluded) Secondly it is not necessary to
constitute a trespass that actual damage should be
done to the land or building on which the tres
passer has set foot The essence of the tort is
interference with the possession of the other party
and this may arise by merely walking across his
field or throwing refuse upon it or placing or
erecting anything on the land without the other
party s consent any acb of physical interference
suffices
(3) Nuisance —The tort of nuisance arises when
an occupier of land or premises does something
there which substantially interferes with the en
joyment by a neighbouring occupier of his land or
premises In trespass (see above] the interference
must be physical this is not so hi cases of
nuisance For example it is a nuisance if A
allows his factory chimney to emit volumes of
thick smoke which drifts continually into B s
house or garden or for A to carry on in a buildint
belonging to him a trade or process which causes
noxious smells or disturbing vibrations hable to
interfere with B s enjoyment of his property It
Is not however every such act that gives rise to an
action for nuisance there must be a certain
amount of give and take particularly m urban
areas but people must not use their premises in an
unreasonable or wilfully annoying mariner Thus
it has been held that a teacher of music who had
pupils singing in her house for several hours a
day and on several days a week which caused
considerable disturbance to the person next door
was not committing a nuisance since it was not
unreasonable for her to use her house in this
manner On the other hand when the person
next door retaliated by clashing domestic imple
ments and deliberately making as much noise as
possible while the lessons were going on he was
held to have committed a nuisance because his
conduct was unreasonable and wilfully annoying
But every case depends upon its own special facts
A building contractor who keeps a pneumatic
drill going outside a private house m connection
with building operations is not liable to an action
for nuisance provided that the use of the drill is
necessary to the work that it is confined to
reasonable working hours and limited to a tern
porary period but if the owner of a motor cycle
were to keep its engine running merely to demon
strate its power outside his own garage for several
hours a day and on several days a week his
neighbours could claim that that was (in law) a
nuisance The Noise Abatement Act 1060
gives rights to local councils (on then* own initla
tlve or on complaint by thiee householders) to
order reduction of unnecessary noise (including
loudspeakers) in streets parks and gardens and to
prosecute offenders
All the above examples may be classed as
xnwate nuisances and they are torts but not
crimes There is however another class known
as public nuisances which become Criminal offences
If they are liable to injure the public in general
Examples of these are leaving an unlighted
obstruction on a public road blocking a public
footpath or allowing a building to get into such a
state of disrepair that it causes a danger to users
of the public highway In such cases the person
causing the public nuisance ma7 be prosecuted
and punished and moreover any individual
citizen injured by such conduct may have a right
to bring a civil action for damages
(4) Trespass to Goods is an unlawful disturbance
by A of B s lawful possession of his goods Such
disturbance may arise by seizure or removal of
the goods without the owners consent or by
conduct causing damage to the goods It follows
that every theft of goods is also a trespass but
for the preservation of public morality it is laid
down that if there is a criminal element in the
conduct of the wrongdoer which makes his
trespass theft the injured party cannot brine a
civil action for damages unless the thief has first
been prosecuted in a criminal court
The tort of detinue consists in the wrongful

